CENTRE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCHOLARSHIP (CAS)

LIST OF SCHOLARLY ACTIVITIES FOR 2014

Research Fellows:

Prof Johan Bergh

Journal Articles:

Prof Jan Boeyens

Chapters in Books:
Non-Classical Properties of Classical Nanostructures, chapter 3, pages 104-140 in:
MV Putz (ed.) Quantum Nanosystems. Structure, Properties, and Interactions

Prof R M Crewe

Journal Articles:


Prof Keith Hart

Journal Articles:


Prof J Ogude

Journal Articles:

Prof John Sharp

Journal Articles:

Prof Ivan Horak

Journal Articles:


Junker, K., Horak, I.G. & Penzhorn, B.L. 2014. History and development of research on wildlife parasites in southern Africa, with emphasis on terrestrial mammals. International Journal for Parasitology: Parasites and Wildlife

Published Books:

Prof BL Penzhorn

Journal Articles:

Prof AG van Aarde

Journal Articles:
Van Aarde, AG (2014) “A Postliberal Perspective on an Ecclesiological Modality as an Ecclesiola in Ecclesia”.


Van Aarde, AG (2014) “Progress in Psychological Biblical Criticism”, Elsevier Scopus publication, Pastoral Psychology (San Francisco) Volume 25(2)


Van Aarde, AG (2014) as co-author of an original research ISI publication: “The Forgotten Struggle of Albert Geyser against Racism and Apartheid”.


Editorship:
Editor-in-chief of the publication of 175 original research, HTS Theological Studies, a Thomson Reuters ISI / Elsevier Scopus / SciELO SA accredited journal: (1) 70 year Anniversary Volume, dedicated to Johan Buitendag; (2) Section Practical Theology’ (3) Urban Public Theology.

Religion Domain Editor of AOSIS OpenBooks Publishers.

Editor of the James Alfred Loader Festschrift (Emeritus Dean University of Vienna and among “UP 100 Leading Minds”.

Prof Lorenzo Fioramonti

Journal Articles:


**Chapters in Books:**


**Published Books:**

**Prof Alan Mabin**

**Chapters in Books:**


**Prof Sibusiso Vil-Nkomso**

**Journal Articles:**


Prof J Muller

Journal Articles:

Authored Books:

Chapters in Books:

Post-doctoral Fellows for 2014:
1. Dr Camilla Adelle (UK) (environmental policy) (2013/20)
2. Dr Reason Beremauro (Zimbabwe) (regional migration) (2013/5)
3. Dr Vito Laterza (Italy) (social anthropology) (2013/4)
4. Dr Booker Magure (Zimbabwe) (political science) (2013/4)
5. Dr Marina Martin (UK) (history) (2013/4)
6. Dr Frank Mattheis (Germany) (regional migration) (2013/8)
7. Dr Francisco Ngongo (Angola) (political science) (2013/4)
8. Dr Chris Nshimbi (Zambia) (regional migration) (2013/9)

Journal Articles in 2014:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Publication</th>
<th>DOI/PublicNO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Publications by Individuals associated with CAS during 2014:

Journal articles:


Chibuogwu, I, (2014) Household characteristics and unintended pregnancy among ever-married women in Nigeria, Social Medicine, Volume 8 (1)


Authored book: